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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following commands will show all of the hardware
on an Arista switch?
A. show inventory
B. show version detail
C. show version
D. show hardware
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://eos.arista.com/how-to-store-and-view-previous-contentsof-show-tech-support/

NEW QUESTION: 2
When is the most appropriate time to escalate an issue that you
are troubleshooting?
A. when you have been unable to resolve the issue after 30
minutes
B. when you have gathered all available information about the
issue
C. when you lack proper resources to resolve the issue
D. when a more urgent issue that requires your intervention is
detected
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your company has two Active Directory forests named contoso.com
and fabrikam.com.
The company network has three DNS servers named DNS1, DNS2, and
DNS3. The DNS servers are configured as shown in the following
table.
All computers that belong to the fabrikam.com domain have DNS3
configured as the preferred DNS server. All other computers use
DNS1 as the preferred DNS server.
Users from the fabrikam.com domain are unable to connect to the
servers that belong to the contoso.com domain.
You need to ensure users in the fabrikam.com domain are able to
resolve all contoso.com queries.

What should you do?
A. Configure conditional forwarding on DNS1 and DNS2 to forward
fabrikam.com queries to DNS3.
B. Create a copy of the _msdcs.contoso.com zone on the DNS3
server.
C. Create a copy of the fabrikam.com zone on the DNS1 server
and the DNS2 server.
D. Configure conditional forwarding on DNS3 to forward
contoso.com queries to DNS1.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true about the Summarization and Pruning
agent (SPA) after the ITMUser password is changed in the
Warehouse Database by the database administrator?
A. The SPA needs to be reinstalled.
B. The SPA takes the change automatically.
C. The SPA does not use ITMUser by default so it is not
necessary to apply any change.
D. The SPA must be reconfigured to update the new password.
Answer: D
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